Real Play Sims
HOME PAGE
“Mission Statement” / Headline:
Real Play Sims
The Ultimate Simulator…designed for golfers at ALL stages of their game!
(or)
Real Play Sims… the Ultimate Simulator.
Designed for golfers at ALL stages of their game!

“About Real Play Sims”:
A Real Play Sims Simulator takes the game of golf and makes it accessible to
everyone in your family.
Experienced golfers can maintain their edge during the off season. Beginners
can learn the game at their own pace.
All in the privacy of your own home.
Imagine the freedom…to play when, where and how you choose.
Play with as many of your friends as you like. Never again get stuck with
strangers rounding out your group. Play 18 holes in 2 hours, not 5. Any tee-time.
It’s simply the Best Way to Play.
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TECHNOLOGY PAGE
“Key Features”:
Real Play Sims is an unparalleled, immersive playing experience in a portable
simulator.
It’s a fully self-contained, fully interactive environment.
Its patented aluminum frame snaps together in less than two hours, and requires
no tools for assembly.
But be warned…when you set one of these up, get ready for FUN. BIG FUN for
the whole family! Everyone LOVES it!
What are you waiting for? Memories are waiting to be made!

“Key Applications”:
Setting up a Real Play Sims in your home requires no infrastructure – there is
nothing bolted to the wall, and the setup can be done in less than 2 hours.
No nuts…no bolts…no washers!
You can be up and playing in no time.
Wherever you choose to set it up, a Real Play Sims system will transport you.
You will feel like you are at the golf course.
It brings the feel of a real outdoor experience indoors…
into your home…your garage…your life.
And as easily as a Real Play Sims Simulator transports you at home, you can turn
around and transport it anywhere you like. It’s fully portable, and can fit in the
back of your SUV. Bring it to your kid’s High School or College gym for lessons,
then pack it up and head back home.
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Company Page
“About RPS”:
Real Play Sims is the brainchild of Casey Hill and Greg Wallgren – business
partners with decades of computer systems design and simulator experience.
The have created custom installations for the biggest names in golf, including
TaylorMade, Callaway, Titleist, Golf Galaxy, Dick’s Sporting Goods, The PGA Tour
Superstore, Roger Dunn Golf Shops and Golfsmith. They have had installations
featured at the Mercedes-Benz stadium in Atlanta, GA.
Together, they have taken their vast experience to create the ultimate in family
golf simulation. Their passion and expertise make Real Play Sims the coolest,
easiest to use and most fun simulator around.

PRODUCT PAGE
“The System”:
Learn, Practice and Play
With a Real Play Sims system, you can sharpen your game all year long.
Anywhere, anytime. Connect, link up with your friends and play a round over
Skype. Challenge them on courses from all over the world.
Watch your kids gain confidence through practicing privately. Then unleash
them on the course and watch what happens.
Use the projector and screen for other family entertainment. Feed your
imagination with a full-size movie theater screen. Feel like you are at a concert or
in a movie! Size does matter - when it comes to movies, sports and video games!
Plug in the Super Bowl, World Series, Olympics or your own YouTube videos and
you’ve got the ultimate screen for the ultimate in Big Sporting Event Parties.
Real Play Sims systems come in different sizes and can be customized to fit your
needs. Mats, computers and stands are available as extras. All you have to do is
use your favorite launch monitor and you and your family are good to go.
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